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Thursday
Vol. 73 Issue 68
Bowling Green,

Ohio

BRIEFLY
Inside
Student announces
candidacy:

Undergraduate Student
Government senator Scott
Ziance announced his intentions to run for Ward 1 city
council, placing emphasis
on running independently of
USG.
He plans on seeking support from both the Democratic and Republic parties
of Bowling Green.
► See page 3.

New salt mixture:

This winter, the University began mixing gravel with
salt to make roads less slippery when it is too cold for
the salt to melt the ice.
The new method is designed to give automobiles
better traction and save
money, but a concerned caller to The News said the
gravel can cause damage to
vehicles.
►• See page 4.

Falcons split with UT:

The women's basketball
team defeated the Rockets
69-64, while the men
dropped a close contest
57-56.
► See page 9.

Campus
Students show support:

A rally demonstrating
campus support for Operation Desert Storm ana the
U.S. troops overseas will
take place in the Union Oval
this afternoon at 2.
Students are encouraged
to bring banners, U.S. flags
and other items representing pro-American sentiments to the rally, as will
as their opinions and concerns.
Peace march today:

A March For Peace will
takeplacetodayatll:45in
the Union Oval. It will be
followed by a rally at the
Federal Building.
This event is sponsored by
the Peace Colition and all
are welcome to attend.
Abracadabra:

Renowned illusionist Andre Kole, who has practiced
with David Copperfield, will
perform in a snow sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ Feb. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
in Kobacker Hall.
Kole is famed for his
walking on water illusion as
well as nis supernatural investigations. Tickets are on
sale in the Union foyer 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. daily.

Nation
Federal deficit rises:

The federal deficit grew
by $7.4 billion in December,
swelling the imbalance to
$87 billion during the first
three months of fiscal 1991,
the Treasury Department
reported.
Although analysts had
predicted a larger gap because of the Persian Gulf
buildup, ailing economy and
savings and loan bailout,
but last month's gap was
only half as large as the
$14.8 billion deficit in
December 1989.

Weather
Mostly sunny:

Today, morning cloudiness. Becoming mostly
sunny in the afternoon. High
in the mid 20s. Tonight,
mostly clear. Low S to 10.
Friday, increasing cloudiness. High in the upper 20s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

The BG News
Bush optimistic about war progress
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush said Wednesday night
the war against Saddam Hussein
is "right on schedule" and will be
unrelenting. "There can be no
pause now that Saddam has
forced the world into war," Bush
said.
The president said allied bombing attacks had knocked out
many Iraqi airfields, given the
United States air superiority and
"put Saddam out of the nuclear
bomb-building business for a long
time to come.
Bush, speaking to an audience
of retired military officers, said,
"I am pleased to report that
Operation Desert Storm is right
on schedule."
Military officials warned,
however, that Iraq's military
machine remains strong despite

intense allied attacks. "We're
dealing with an enemy that is resourceful, an enemy that knows
how to work around problems, an
enemy that is ingenious," said
Gen. Colin Powell, chairperson of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
But Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney said Saddam "cannot
change the basic course" of the
war. 'He will be defeated."
"There can be no doubt: Operation Desert Storm is wonting.
There can be no pause now that
Saddam has forced the world into
war. We will stay the course," he
said.
Bush added, "No one should
weep for this tyrant when he is
brought to justice. No one, anywhere in the world.
"There will be problems. There
will be setbacks and sacrifices.

"These weapons are nothing
more than tools of terror and they
do nothing but strengthen our resolve to act against a dictator
unmoved by human decency.
"We did not begin a war seven
days ago," Bush said. "Rather,
we began to end a war, to right a
wrong that the world could not
ignore."
He said "appeasement was
never an answer."
The president noted Saddam
had ignored international demands for his withdrawal from
Kuwait and had "met every overBut let me say I have every ture of peace with open contempt.
reason to be very pleased with
our progress to date.
"In the end," Bush said, "SadHe said Saddam "has sickened dam brought war upon himself."
the world" by firing Scud missMilitary leaders said allied
iles at civilian targets both in Is- bombing had destroyed Iraq's
rael and Saudi Arabia.
two nuclear research reactors

and seriously damaged factories
believed to produce chemical and
biological weapons.
Saddam "doesn't know how
badly he's been hit," Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney said,
pointing to disruption of Iraq's
communication systems.
Bush prepared to make a
speech on the war before a military audience Wednesday night.
vice President Dan Quayle
visited military bases in three
states, consoling families of U.S.
airmen held in Iraq. He pledged
that the United States "will hold
Saddam Hussein and his henchmen personally accountable" for
mistreatment of POWs.
The House, by a vote of 418-0,
condemned Iraq for parading
See Washington, page 8.

Chinese student
dissident on trial
by Kathy Chenault
Associated Press writer

BEIJING — A Chinese people's
court on Wednesday put on trial
Wang Dan, the most-wanted student leader of the 1989 prodemocracy movement that was
crushed by Communist authorities.
Wang is at least the 25th activist to be tried or sentenced this
month as the government seeks
to wrap up such cases while the
world is preoccupied with war in
the Persian Gulf. Wang, 23, has
been jailed 19 months.
His name topped a police list of
the 21 most-wanted student
leaders after the democracy
movement was put down in an
army assault across Beijing on
June 4, 1989. Hundreds of people
were killed.
Wang was arrested the next
month while meeting with a
Taiwanese reporter to ask for
help in fleeing China.
A small notice announcing
Wang's trial was posted outside
the Beijing Intermediate People's Court. It said he was
charged with "counterrevolutionary propaganda and
incitement," the charge most
freqently used against political
prisoners.
Court officials refused to say if
Wang's family was allowed to attend the trial, which was closed to
the public. Six Hong Kong university students who arrived Monday in Beijing in hopes of observ-

ing political trials visited a court
office but were turned away.
The trial recessed later
Wednesday without any verdict
being announced.
Wang, a history student at Beijing University, had organized
campus discussions on political
reform even before the democracy movement began. Inspired
by Soviet glasnost, he wrote an
article advocating China take the
same path.
In April 1989, when college students put up posters to mourn the
death of former Communist
Party leader Hu Yaobang, Wang
was among the first to urge they
channel their grief into efforts to
change the system. He was one of
a small circle of student leaders
who began organizing marches to
Tiananmen Square in Beijing.
Short and slight with a shock of
hair that fell over his glasses,
Wang was often seen with a megaphone at the front of rallies.
As the protesters' numbers
swelled into the hundreds of
thousands, including many from
off campus, quarrels developed
over leadership. Wang returned
to campus, and he was not at
Tiananmen Square the night the
army moved in.
Thousands of people were arrested after the army attack.
Most are believed to have been
sent to labor camps, sentenced to
prison or released. However, the
government delayed putting the
leaders on trial as it pondered
how to handle the sensitive cases
and avoid international criticism.

BG profs question
necessity of news
censorship in Gulf
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

Front page spreads, around-the-clock television news stories, radio
updates on the hour, every hour, and weekly news magazines dedicating most of their pages to the strategems of war.
For many Americans, news of the Persian Gulf has made an invasion of its own on our everydty lives. Television sets constantly hum
in the corner of millions of living rooms, our eyes periodically focus on
the screen as we patiently wait for the latest news of a somewhat
mysterious war.
But despite this saturation of information from the Gulf, journalists
and their audience alike are beginning to complain about the military's refusal to release pertinent information to anxious family members on the homefront.
Consequently, what information we do receive appears in the form
of press releases, rather than press coverage.
According to Dennis Hale, director of the School of Mass Communications, there has been an unprecedented strain of censorship occurring in the Middle East.
"Much of the latest news reported has been going to the military
first, where the information is being approved for release to the
media," he explained. "It is because of this trend that I think we have
to ask ourselves 'What is the necessity of this control and what has the
press done to deserve this?'"
Hale also stressed that any form of censorship during war is the
product of a constant battle between the military and the news corps
— with the question of ethics being the fuel for debate.
"During war, there is often two opposing positions," he said. "Firstly, a need to control the press is sometimes necessary to curb the
enemy's access to military information. Consequently, the American
public may grow resentful because they are not getting all the facts."
Within the 20th Century, censorship in the United States has been a
somewhat common practice during wartime. The first world war produced a virtual shield of restraint on journalists attempting to report
on the mistreatment of citizens who opposed the war based on political
convictions.
□ See Media, Page 3.

■O News/Jay Murdock
Delia Aguilar. assistant professor ol ethnic studies speaks about the recent activist movements
against events in the Persian Gulf at the Teach-in Wednesday night.

Speakers address crisis
Peace Coalition teach-in offers variety of perspectives
by Dan Gray
staff writer

As the war in the Persian Gulf enters its second week, people around the globe clamor for
information and perspectives not commonly introduced. The Peace Coalition brought a variety
of opinions to light in a teach-in Wednesday
night in 121 West Hall.
Several hundred individuals listened to all or
part of presentations by eight speakers in the
4-10 p.m. event.
"We [Peace Coalition] agree that there is no
one anti-war perspective. So we provided a
forum where there would be a variety of perspectives," said Nancy Brendlinger, member of
the Peace Coalition and assistant professor of
journalism.
"We wanted this to be an educational forum,
specifically geared so that those who don't get a
lot of coverage in the mainstream media are
heard," she said.
Maurice Tate, president of the Black Student
Union, took the opportunity to offer an AfricanAmerican's view.
"This war is the start of Armageddon and I
support this war on that basis. This war will free
myself and my people. This war will mean the
rise of the black man to his truest potential,"
Tate said.
Tate, like most of the speakers, claimed the
American people need to open their eyes to the
hypocrisy that engulfs the United States and its
leaders.
"If America is in the Gulf for humanitarian
reasons — which is a lie —then America needs
to explain why they haven't sent troops to destroy apartheid in South Africa," Tate said.
According to Sue Nance, voicing a feminist
perspective, women need to realize that there
seems to be an acceptance of losing a son or
daughter in a war.
"I would like to hear women say, 'I want the
men home and I want them home now. I want

them to say, "I didn't have this child for him to
be a killer or to be killed,'" she said.
However, Delia Aguilar, assistant professor
of ethnic studies, argued anti-war sentiment in
the United States is now very broad and the public is more informed.
"I think the American public is very different
now than it was in the '60s and '70s because
broad opposition began very early," Aguilar
said.
"We are witnessing a very broad opposition
which includes people of all backgrounds, and
this is the kind of opposition we need. But we
must be unrelenting and unified because that is
the only way to stop a war," she said.
According to Brendlinger, all the speakers
who attended the teach-in were against the policies of President Bush, but each speaker had a
different point of view.
Another of the main objectives of the teach-in
was to show people can work in unity if a common purpose is established.
If this idea was not apparent during the first
half of the teach-in, it was evident during the
second half.
Two speakers representing the American
Muslim and Christian perspective spoke in succession.
In the past, the two religions have been at
odds in America and abroad; however, each
greeted one another with respect and peace.
Muslim speaker Mannan Alo, prior to his
views on the Middle East, gave a Brief lecture
on the history of the Middle East, the geography
of the region and an explanation of what Islam is
in an effort to help those in attendance better
understand the Gulf crisis.
Alo then explored what he believes to be apparent U.S. government hypocrisy.
"A few years ago, America owed the United
Nations $750 million and we didn't pay it because we didn't think the U.N. was important.
Now we're fighting this war for the UTN.," he
said.
□ See Teach-in, page 7.

Limited press
conceals truth
Congress shall make no law...abridgingthe freedom of speech or of the press. — The First
Amendment.
The freedom of speech and of the press allows our
country to stand as a democracy. An overzealous press
can at times seem to be a nuisance, but a muzzled
press is the first indication of democracy's failure
within our society.
The issue war presents to free speech can point to the
morality or amorality of the conflict in which we are
engaged. The press has hugely influential powers. Of
course, the executive branch of our government and
the Pentagon are fully aware of them.
In Vietnam, the United States experienced its first
"living room war," and if military officials have their
way, it will be the last.
The government has subjected stories from Saudi
Arabia to a security review. They are leading media
cameras around to select sites, to make sure the public
gets an "appropriate" view of the war.
Which means the American people aren't receiving
the full story.
Armed forces leaders advocating these censorship
tactics have explicitly described their goal: to prevent

photos of the dying American soldiers from being
showcased to millions of viewers in the United States.
In other words — keep morale up at home.
But the confusion here is between the words "morale" and "moral."
The military has argued that the media was responsible for turning American opinion against the war in
Vietnam. The media's crime: flashing images of
American troops leveling much of Southeast Asia with
a high-tech military machine — and showing the carnage of war.
One thing the military ignores is the fact that the war
in Vietnam was being dictated from the White House
and the Congress. The military was not allowed to have
a free hand in determining the outcome of the war.
This is not the case in the Persian Gulf. The military is
dictating the terms of this war. One of these terms is
the tight-leash policy which is being exerted on the
press.
Journalists are scrutinized for depicting reality — in
others words, doing their job.
Since Vietnam, our armed forces have taken steps to
prevent the American media from showing that reality
again. Media coverage of the invasion of Grenada was
not allowed and reporters were banned from Panama
until after the attack was complete.
And again the government has taken steps to restrict
the public's access to the facts. If it were up to our military, media coverage of the crisis would be a sugarcoated children's tale: planes lifting off, troops marching and lots of flag waving.
But that isn't war. It is a sanitization of warfare and
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an insult to democracy.
We understand the government cannot release reports dealing with troop movements and weapon location. But when dealing with a war which could cost
thousands of lives and billions to American tax payers,
the nation needs to know more than the percentage or
accurate hits by our planes and how many SCUD missies we shot out of the sky.
Even if that means snowing death.
Humans have always struggled to explain what war
means and all too often we fail. Television cameras are
the best tool we have of graphically depicting what it
means to destroy another numan being — whether it be
for country or survival.
Actually watching humans die on the battlefield
would spark a re-evaluation of what constitutes a
"moral''war.
If an American attack on Iraq is justified — and, yes,
there are justifiable wars— then the American cause
will certainly stand up to the moral scrutiny that
thousands of prime-time deaths will bring.
If America's morale remains high because the
American mind is not aware of the facts, then "democracy" based on the idea of a market place of ideas has
been corrupted.
Our military officials must remember that it is
democracy that they are ultimately serving.
If the American public is not kept informed about
what their armies are doing and remains ignorant,
then it won't just be the United States and its democracy that is at risk, but the hope of freedom for the rest
of the world.

LETTERS
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Editor The News:
nitive powers I have formerly atAn open letter to President tributed to you or you are attempting to curry favor with
George Bush:
Your letter that appeared in American people through simour campus newspaper on Jan. plistic images and sloganeering.
Let us not forget that the CathoIS, 1991, caused me to think a
great deal about the American lic bishops oppose your belligerpresence in the Persian Gulf. ency, as do the coalition of ProtAfter a careful examination of estant ministers and the labor
the available facts, I have come unions. Not to mention the demoto the conclusion that you and cratic lawmakers who wished tc
your military strategists engi- unmask your attempt to thwart
neered this crisis so you could the intent of the document you
then respond to it. I do not make are sworn to uphold — the Constifcnv,iA/5
1/A/^A/fifmeo!.. .
this allegation lightly. Not only tution. Moreover, anti-war demdid you help arm and finance onstrations have been sponHussein's regime in its aggres- taneously arising in cities and on
sive war against Iran, but you campuses throughout the nation.
also seemed to have virtually If the situation is clearly black
sanctioned Iraq's invasion of and white, as you make it out to
Kuwait through what appeared to be, then why is there all this disbe diplomatic faux pas. The U.S. agreement?
ambassador to Iraq, April GlasWe have an opportunity to
pie, said to Hussein —prior to the move forward, to advance the
invasion — that the White House evolution of the species a small
had no official opinion about bor- step by attempting to resolve an
der disputes between Arab states. international dispute through
Next, you made a military ac- peaceful means. That was the
Ce».»«w» Ntwt Aktww-k
tion virtually inevitable by tri- !'New World Order" that I had
pling our troop strength in Saudi hoped to see brought into being.
—
Arabia — knowing full well that
I hope that the moral bursuch a massive build-up would den of your actions will not be too
acquire a life of its own. You then heavy for you to bear. May God
announced to the world that you have mercy on you and on Amerrefused to negotiate with Hus- ica.
sein. You said negotiation would
John Bernard,
to "appeasement." I find it
senior
History shows America in Saudi Arabia for oil, not "stopping aggression' lead
ironic that negotiating with terrorists didn't seem to trouble
your predecessor and mentor.
Years from now, people will banon, bombing Beirut and kill- phisticated weapons to use servatively 26 percent of all petYet, what I find most distresswonder with amazement now and ing about 20,000 people, the against the Iranians.
roleum. The Saudis, the Kuwaitis ing is the extent to which you
why the United States became United States vetoed U.N. SecuriIt's also difficult to character- and the other oil rich sheiks are have deprived the American peoLetters to the editor
embroiled in the Persian Gulf ty Council moves denouncing this ize the former regime in Kuwait actually junior partners in a co- ple of the facts they need in order
should be a maximum
crisis. Despite the rhetoric in the aggression. When racist South as a bastion of democracy, or to porate conglomerate system in- to evaluate your actions and arof 200-300 words in
Congressional debate over grant- Africa institutionalized apart- applaud the current, corrupt volving Wall Street, the multina- rive at an informed opinion. Your
length and should be
ing President Bush the power to heid, murdered and imprisoned monarchy of Saudi Arabia as a tional corporations and capatalist characterization of the Gulf crisis
initiate warfare and despite the thousands of the regime s critics fortress for liberal values and be- elites in the United States and as "clearly black and white;" an
•II submissions
media's constant coverage of and launched murderous inva- liefs. No one doubts that Hussein Western Europe. Dependable issue of "good versus evil;" a sitto: Editorial Editor
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein, the sions against Namibia, Angola is a despotic dictator. But the control over cheap ana reliable uation which is "unambiguous,"
210 West Hall
American people are more poorly
same is also true for the Emir of sources of energy is essenUal to can only lead me to suspect that
informed about the reasons for
Kuwait and the ruling class of the corporate and military hier- either you don't possess the cogthis crisis than any other war in
Saudi Arabia. In Kuwait, the vast archies in this country. That's
our history.
majority of the population were part of the reason why Bush
noncitizens, politically disfran- thinks it is cheaper to spill AmerLet's begin with the essentials.
chised. Censorship in the press ican blood in the sands of Kuwait
The United States did not send
was pervasive ana Kuwaiti dissi- than to give up domination and
American troops into the Gulf to
dents claim that if the Emir ever control over international oil
- An Independent Student Voice "oppose aggression" or to defend
reclaims power in his country sources.
"democracy" or support the
again, the level of political rePerhaps the biggest tragedy of
Editorial Board
right of Kuwait to resist Iraq's
pression will be intensified. The
aggression. For decades, "agSaudis have a long history of tor- the Gulf crisis was the manipJames A. Tinker
gression" has been a cornerstone
ture, executions, suppression of ulation of the nation by Bush into
editor
of U.S. foreign policy. Eight
women's rights and an absence of a confrontational situation with
Jill Novak
Michelle Banks
Saddam's regime. A token Ameryears ago, the U.S. launched a
managing editor
democracy.
assistant managing editor
ican force, preferably under
John Kohlstrand
massive, illegal invasion of By
city editor
Grenada, on the false pretext that
Why is the United States fight- United Nation's command, would
Charles Toll
Chuck Travis
American lives were endangered. Dr. Manning Marable
ing on the side of these despots? have been sufficient to halt Sadeditorial editor
editorial contributor
Much of the world opposed U.S.
The crocodile tears being shed for dam from attacking Saudi Araaggression in Panama and the
the Kuwaitis who were murdered bia. Bush's secret decision to
imposition of a puppet regime
and raped by Saddam's troops double the number of American
The BG News Staff
explain nothing about Bush's de- troops in the region, made before
loyal to American interests. The
American response was to veto
cision to send 400.000 troops into the 1990 Congressional election,
News Editor
Christian Thompson Features Director
Jennifer Taday
but
announced
afterward,
made
a
several United Nations Security and Mozambique, the United the Gulf, a force larger than the
Sports Editor
Matt Schroder Chief Copy Editor
Matthew A. Daneman
Council resolutions critical of the States did virtually nothing. number of Americans who in- negotiated settlement almost imAut Sports Editor
Steve Esston Chief Copy Editor
Ivan Groger
Asst Sports Editor
When Iran was our enemy a few vaded Europe against Hitler in possible. Bush, not Hussein,
Jemts Joss Copy Editor
invasion.
Trish Davis
Wire Editor
Tanya Moore Copy ErMor
. . . . Michelle Mar
years ago, the United States did World War II. The basic reason is made the confrontation inevitaAsst. VMrs Editor
Copy Editor
Michelle
Laherty
ble.
Nor does the United States op- nothing when Hussein gassed the political economy of oil and
Photo Editor
Jay Murdock Copy Editor
Michelle T.ytor
pose "aggression" when it's Kurdish rebels in his own coun- the singular fact that Americans,
Photo Editor
Oreo Horvath Prod. Sup'r
Dr. Manning Marable is a
Tim J. Mechley
Insider Editor
Francis Espoeito Prod. Sup'r
committed by its allies. When Is- try. The Reagan administration who represent five percent of the professor of political science at
Ryan TV*
Insider Asst. Editor
J.J Thompson Prod. Sup'r
... Moty Zekra|eek
rael invaded neighboring Le- indirectly helped Iraq obtain so- world's population, consume con- the University of Colorado.
invest Director
Wynne Everett Prod Sup'r
Derrick Rose
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Reasoning for Gulf conflict misguided
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Student seeks Ward 1
USG 's Ziance aims for seat on City Council
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government senator Scott Ziance
announced his campaign intentions for the Ward 1 city council
position Tuesday, stressing
that he will run
independent of
USGT

hundred Ward 1 constituents
voted out of more than 5,000 registered voters.
If elected, Ziance vows to improve city-University relations.
•'The city of Bowling Green and
the University will mean more to
students if they have friends who
are residents of the city," he said.
"So many people [now] graduate
without ever knowing anybody
who lives here."
Ziance wants to create a brother-sister relationship between
city and University groups in order to establish friendships
among non-student residents and
students.
"As an example, the Lions Club
and University Activities Organization could have a | community
service ] function," he said.
Ziance, a sophomore, does not
think his age is an obstacle to
winning the seat and pointed to
the success of former Ward 1
councilperson and University
student, Don Pond who had the
position from 1987-1988.
"[Pond] proved a student can
do the job responsibly. I make up
for [myjlack of wisdom that older people [would] have with my
enthusiasm," he said.

Ziance said
he will seek the
financial and
political supBort of both the
lemocratic
and Republican Ziance
parties in Bowling Green.
"I would ideally like to run on
both party tickets, but election
rules forbid that here. If I do accept the nomination of either
party, I will not be a hard line
democrat or republican," he
said.
Ziance said he plans to bolster
support for his campaign by concentrating on student registration
while also trying to increase nonstudent registration.
"People tend to stay registered
in their hometown. That doesn't
make much sense because what
Ziance said he is concerned
happens here effects them much with opposition from current
Ward 1 councilperson Jim Damore," he said.
vidson, particularly in gaining
He also stressed the impor- the Democratic nomination, betance of encouraging the consti- cause Davidson has represented
tuants of Ward 1 to vote.
the party in several elections.
According to Ziance, in the last
Davidson confidently said he
city council election, only a few welcomes the competition by

Ziance.
"An opponent sharpens the
race. It can only have a postitive
effect, he said.
"If he wants the support of the
Democratic Party, he will have to
run against me and win the Democratic primary this spring,"
Davidson added.
Ziance said he hopes USG respects his wishes to run without
its political backing.
"I wanted to do this without
pressure from USG and without
creating a local political party
out of a [student organization],
he said.
I don't think USG will support
me as a group, but I do think I am
getting the support of individuals
in USG," Ziance added.
USG originally planned to
select a student candidate and
offer the political support of the
student body.
USG President Kevin Coughlin
said he will probably advocate
Ziance for Ward 1 and will not attempt to select and throw USG
support to another student candidate.
"I will most likely back him for
Ward 1," he said. "Scott is very
honest — one who really cares
about the community and students."
Coughlin said USG might still
choose to endorse Ziance
"whether he wants us to or not."
Ziance said he would continue
to oppose USG support of his candidacy, but if a resolution is made
backing his campaign, he could
not stop its passage.

Media
C Continued from Page 1.
The use of censorship at this
time became so great that a U.S.
senator was quoted as saying
"The first casualty when war
comes is truth."
Paul Henggeler, assistant
professor of history, previously
taught a history of journalism
course at the University which
detailed the Vietnam War press.
Henggeler said he believes it
was the open press coverage of
that war which prompted current
military advisers to put the

clamps on extensive coverage in
the Gulf.
"If anybody learned anything
from the war in Vietnam, it was
the military, who realized it was
detrimental to their cause to give
open access to information, he
said.
Henggeler also blamed the
Nixon administration for turning
the populus against the Vietnam
conflict. The news media, he said,
took a great deal of heat because
of their extensive coverage of

protesters during the late 1960s.
"Nixon made a point of condemning the press for being far
too liberal and failing to give the
other side of the story ... that
Americans supported the war as
well," Henggeler said.
The question of how open the
military will be throughout the
current war remains to be seen,
but Wednesday's briefing may be
an indication of the Pentagon's
willingness to cooperate with the
press.
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Local committee seeks to
unify city and campus law
laws.
"Assumptions were made and
the extent to what people could
get away with — including resiCreating a law system more dents, police and student resiconsistent between the city of dents — was confused," she said.
Bowling Green and the University was the main topic of discusThe Community Improvement
sion Wednesday at the Mayor's Committee presented its list of
improved law enforcement recAdvisory Committee.
There is a movement to have ommendations to City Council
the student code adhere to city Tuesday evening.
laws, thus making errant stu"Off campus is the area where
dents punishable by both Munici- many of the actions take place;
pal Court and Standards and however, there is confusion and
off-campus students should be
Procedures.
treated the same as on-campus
"There is a difference in on- students," she said.
Marlowe agreed with the probcampus and off-campus policy —
there is major confusion between lem.
"Off campus is where most isstudents," said Demetrius Marlowe, chairperson of the Gradu- sues arise and are brought up. We
ate Student Senate subcommit- need to survey these incidents to
come up with the best plan for all
tee.
Marlowe said there is a need to — not just the (year-round) resichange the policies between the dents, he said.
city and the University, but a review of the residents of Bowling
Green is a neccessity before this
occurs.
by Jacqueline M. Porter

"This will make things much
easier between everyone and we
will [helpjenforce laws that will
apply to the residents and the
students," he said.
Police Chief Galen Ash agreed
the enforcement policies should
be made consistent with each
other.
"There are different rules once
you cross the street — Standards
and Procedures and Municipal
Court. And Standards and Procedures may be less strict than
Municipal Court," he said.
"Certain consequences are
different and something has to be
done to alleviate this problem,"
he added.
According to Pearl Oppliger,
chairperson of the Community
Improvement Committee, many
of these problems resulted because of the change in liquor

330
800

COCO, the Commuter Off - Campus Organization, is
now accepting petitions of nomination for positions on
the Executive Board. Positions that are open include:

•1100 am
1:30 pm

Petitions are available in the COCO Office, HOB
Moseley Hall, and in the Main Office of the
Off - Campus Student Center, Ground Level of
Moseley Hall. Petitions are due at 5 p.m., January
25. Elections will be held January 29 & 30 in the
Off - Campus Student Center.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES. & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

■ ■■■■■■■ mi
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"Students are concerned that
the issues are being lost among
the complicated process for addressing the concerns," she said.
Oppliger said the objective now
was to continue to review relations between year-round residents and student residents.
"We are trying to get people to
work together to find a solution."
she said. "We (the committee!
don't feel students should be
treated any differently than other
residents — we're trying not to
make a division that seems to be
already there.
"We consider students as residents too."

OMOWALE CULTURAL SOCIETY
presents
AKRIKAN DANCERS
featuring

KING SUNDIATA KEITA
Afnkan Artist Extraordinane
Krlday, February 1, 1991
8:00 p.m. - Kobacker Hall
Bowline Green State University
Tickets: $5 adults & S3 students

CALL 372-8171

Sponsored by ihe College of Musical
Arts, Residence Education Series &
ihe World Student AssociaUon

BAND CONCERTS AT BGSU

COCO NEEDS YOUR HELPI

Secretary
Activities Coordinator
Communications Coordinator

Advisory Committee member
Linda Schnetzer said in a memo
students are concerned with their
relationship in these matters and
fear the University does not support them as it should.

pm
pm

Friday, January 25
Perry (Massillon) and Grove City HS Bonds
BGSU Symphonic Bond - Mark S Kelly, conductor
Prof. Edward Marks, clarinet soloist
Complimentary tickets required
Saturday, January 26
BGSU Concert Band - Jay C Jackson, conductor
Edgwood (AshtaPula) HS Bono

All concerts are held in Kobaker Hall as a part of the 33rd New Band Music
Reading Clinic. . . and are FREE. Complimentary tickets may be picked up the
week of January 21, from Kobacker Box Office. These tickets required ONLY
for the Friday evening concert!!
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BG adds gravel to road salt
on the roads will not melt all of the ice.
The addition of gravel to the salt will
help automobiles with traction, he said.
"When there was an ice storm here, we
just put down salt and people were sliding
all over the place," Gather said. "We just
want to make the roads safer for the
drivers."
The Wood County Highway Department
and the Ohio Highway Department both
frequently mix gravel in salt, especially on
dangerous roads and bridges, to help traction, he said.
The maintenance department had to use
excessive amounts of salt because of this
year's severe weather, while mixing a
small amount of gravel with the salt has
helped save some money, too, he said.

by Greg Walton
Mad writer

The University maintenance department started mixing gravel with salt this
winter to make roads less slippery when it
is too cold for salt to melt the ice.
Randy Gallier, grounds coordinator at
the physical plant, said small amounts of
gravel are being mixed with the salt
spread on University driveways and
streets to aid automobile traction and to
save money.
One unidentified person who called The
BG News said he believes the stone particles are a problem and expressed concern
about damage to cars and vehicles.

Gallier said he has received no complaints from students or faculty members
about the use of gravel.
He added the stone particles are the
same size and should do no more damage
than the salt particles.

"These aren't pebbles," the caller said.
"These are sharp-edged rocks."
When the temperature is too low, Gallier
said roads may still be slippery because
the salt the maintenance department puts

The maintenance department has
received some complaints from drivers
about the use of salt in the past, Gallier
said.
"Somebody is going to complain no matter what you do, * Gallier said. "We have
had some complaints about us using so
much salt.
"We have had complaints about the salt
causing corrosion," he added. "One lady
asked us 'Why are you using so much salt?
You're polluting.' But we want to make the
streets as safe as we can for the drivers."
The University roads are considered to
be some of the cleanest and safest in Ohio,
he said.
Gallier said when a truck spreading salt
is approached by an automobile, if will
stop spreading the salt until the car passes.
While salt and gravel are put on University driveways and streets, Gallier said
they are not put on the sidewalks in order
to prevent killing the surrounding grass.

Campus steps-up recycling effort
Expanded program to benefit University, Wood County in long run
by Greg Watson
staff writer

The University Union and Food
Operations have joined the fight
against wasting our natural resources by starting trash separation programs to enhance campus recycling efforts.
The Union started separating
aluminum cans and cardboard
the last two weeks of fall semester and has continued to do so this
semester, said Rita Foos, production manager at the Union.
This semester, the Union is also
separating some plastics, tin
cans and glass, she said.
Jane Schimpf, director of Food
Operations, said University dining halls also recycle aluminum

cans, cardboard and glass.
"Anyone who thinks we do this
to save money is crazy," Schimpf
said. "It costs more to separate
and break down the stuff than
when we just burned it.
"In the short term, it may seem
to be a hassle, but it is good in the
long term," she added.
Foos said she wants to see if the
recycling center can take more
types of plastic in the future.
'"This is as new to them (the recycling center] as it is to us,"
Foos said. "This is a step by step
process for both of us."
Some Union workers questioned students' interest in separating and recycling efforts in
the Union, Foos said, but the
reaction has been positive.
"We have had excellent coop-

eration from the students," Foos
said.
Many students have expressed
interest in having trash separation programs in their residence
halls and have talked to the Union
for tips, Foos said.
Some staff members had questions about the program, but a
meeting last week helped clear
up questions and problems about
the effort, she said.
Foos' interest in the trash separation program goes beyond
recycling.
"Being a resident of Wood
County, I am interested in saving
the Wood County landfill," she
said. "Because many students
who go here are not from this
area, they are not as concerned
about the landfill."

Even though it takes the staff
extra time to rinse out the jugs
and bend the tin cans, Foos said
the results are satisfying.
Food Operations is also continuing to look into other ways to
limit the amount of throw away
items, Schimpf said.
Dining halls currently use
Styrofoam for carry out and salad bars, but Food Operations is
looking into reusable plates and
bowls, she said.
Because prices for salad bar
items are charged by weight,
Styrofoam is used because of its
consistent weight, Schimpf said.
"[The recycling efforts] have
gone well," she said. "There is
some peer pressure and it [recycling ] is a good thing to have."
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Vacancies cause lease problems
by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

This time of year, money can be very
tight for many off-campus students who
suddenly find themselves without a
roommate and are forced to cover the
extra rent.
Often plans made at the end of the fall
semester between roommates fall through
when one of the roommates decides to
transfer, fails to make the grade or has to
take a semester off to raise money.
In some cases, roommates have advanced notice that their roommate is graduating or will not be back for other
reasons, but still cannot find a roommate.
Pat Maurer, office manager at Greenbriar, said at this time of year they have
many students who come in and sublease
because they are forced to sign with a new
roommate.
Often students get pretty desperate to
find a roommate and are forced to make
deals such as offering their own deposits
as an extra incentive to attract a new
roommate, Maurer said.

Recruiting
plans part
of fall rush
by Jacqueline M. Porter
staff writer

With fewer men rushing fraternities, improved public relations
are needed in order to interest
prospective greeks.
"The number of pledges has
dropped due to demographic
changes," said President of Rush
Scott Chamberlain. "More older
people are attending college —
the typical college freshman is
not what it used to be."
Because of the steady decrease
in the number of men pledging
fraternities an aggressive promotion campaign is planned for next
fall, he said.
"A celebrity will be brought in
to speak at rush information
night," he said. "This will help to
bring in the guys that aren't sure
if they want to rush.

In most cases, Maurer said, the situation
is resolved eventually, but if a roommate
is not found, the students are legally bound
to pay the rent.
Jerry Kovatch, junior marketing major,
said his roommate was forced to take the
semester off to raise money for schooling,
but is still living in their apartment for as
long as he can keep paying.
"I'm not sure how long he can keep paying rent," Kovatch said. •That's why I advertised in the paper."
Kovatch said he has received two or
three calls so far and hopes the next one
will result in a roommate before his
roommate runs out of money.

Sharon Dillon, junior dietetics major,
said she and her roommates were in need
of a roommate after their fourth roommate graduated.
"Two of my roomates are in a business
fraternity and they found a roommate
from their fraternity," Dillon said.
While they were without the extra
roommate, they each had to chip in extra
money to keep up with the rent, Dillon
said.
Joe Tobias, junior architecture and de-

sign major, has not been as lucky as Dillon
and still has not found a roommate since
his old roommate transferred.
Tobias said the Off-Campus Housing
Center is a good place to advertise for a
roommate.
There are ways students can avoid
headaches in many cases according to
Barb Limes, secretary for the Off-Campus
Housing Center.

Limes said students who know in the fall
that their roommate will be graduating
should list their need with Off-Campus
Housing as soon as possible.
"About the beginning of October, they
need to list that there will be an availability. Limes said.
"I would imagine in a semester's time,
about ISO students use our service," Limes
said. The way the system works, students
can call in and list their need for a roommate with the computer. Limes said.
"We then post the listings and students
can come in to look at them," Limes said.
Once in the computer, Limes said it is
the student's responsibility to call in and
update the listing if they find a roommate.

Forum addresses racism
by Kim Fenicle
staff writer

The issues of race and racism
were the topics of discussion at a
forum Wednesday afternoon in
the Community Center of the
Union.
The forum, entitled "From
Race to Racism" was sponsored
by Affirmative Action and Handicapped Services.
This first forum of 1991 was a
"timely and provocative discussion around issues of race and racism in our society," Marshall
Rose, director of Affirmative Action and Handicapped Services
said. "The forum will show how
the concept of race was formed
and how it evolved into racism."
Leonard Lieberman, professor
of sociology and anthropology at
Central Michigan University,
spoke on this issue of race and racism at the forum.
Throughout his presentation,
Lieberman addressed the origin

"The toughest part is to get
them through the door — once
you do that, the rest is easy," 'he
added.
Letters also will be sent to incoming students during the
summer, he said.
"A letter will be sent to the parents of all incoming male students, along with a number of leti See Ruth, page 7.

of the racial concept. He explained the principal differences
such as skin color, hair, tooth size
and nose form. These physical
differences were the root of early
biological racism.
"We have now moved from biological to cultural racism,"
Lieberman said. "Since the
1980's, the race concept has been
abandoned by a majority of anthropologists," he added.
The racism that remains in our
society is cultural. Understanding cultural differences is an essential step in stopping racism,
Lieberman said.
In dealing with cultural racism,
Lieberman discussed four major
types of racism — attitudinal, anti-anti or symbolic racism,

"We all are richer when we
share our ideas" he added.
In sponsoring this forum, the
intended outcome was "a greater
insight into one of the more pervasive problems we've been dealing with through our country's
development — racism, Rose
said.
"If we can get beyond racism,
we can get beyond race," he added.

Coming Attractions

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION: At Ranch Steak & Seafood our number one
goal is your complete satisfaction We are committed to providing you the
best quality and freshest ingredients at very competitive prices If you are
dissatisfied with a meal at our restaurant, we will replace it with another of
equal value at no charge. The management

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
NO COUPON NEEDED

Congratulate L/ur .julVw Who Jicnkvea Jjean i oLiit.

Amy Beet

BG N«>¥»f/Tim Norman

Travel counselor Holly Krolikowski paints the front windows of the
AAA Wood County Auto Club office Wednesday afternoon She
was painting the display to promote National Cruise Month in
February.
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offers you an exciting getaway!

nationalistic and structural racism.
"Race is not real, but cultural
racism is," Lieberman said.
"We're different because we've
learned different backgrounds.
We should strive to accept the differences between cultures.
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Wendy Taylor

Includes baked potato, garlic
toast and the nearly 100 item
all-you-can-eat Ranch
Buffet'n'Sundae Bar*

Jenifer WofOyia
Megan Mohatiey*

Spend your Spring Break in

/oteieZoicttr

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!

KEY WEST, FLORIDA

• 4.0
Lovr.tnd I1KE, ^ our Gamma Phi Beia Sisiers

Only $385 covers hotel and transportation for
nine days of fun. flccomodations are at the
Inn on the UUharf, and rooms are quad
occupancy. No meals are included in the
quoted price.
Plenty of entertainment within walking
distance of the hotel.
For more information or to sign-up contact
the UfiO office 3rd floor Union, or call 2-2343.

STEAK & SEAFOOD
E. Wooster across from Doyt Perry Stadium - Phone 352-0461

3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS
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EXPIRES:
1-1/31/91

AUDITIONS
SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS
SPECIALTY ACTS • TECHNICIANS/WARDROBE

Kings Productions, the worlds • I producer of entertainment, is
holding auditions for the 1991 season a* KINGS ISLAND,
Cincinnati, Ohio. A variety of positions are available and a travel
fee will be paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles
to the park.

MARCH I 1 through MARCH 28. 1991

SPRING BREAK HOT SPOTS:
BEACMCOMER INN
TREASURE ISLAND INN
SHERATON INN - DAYTONA SHORES

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
Tuesday, February 5, 1991
University of Michigan
Michigan Union, Kuenzel Room
1 -2 p.m. Singers
2-3 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists,
Specialty Acts
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KINGS ISIAND • KINGS DOMIMON • CAftOWlfOS
GOAT AMERICA • CANADA'S WONOCMAND
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Choose from 3 Oceanfront Hotels
Pbolside Bars and Restaurants
Relax in our Heated Ftxols and Whirlpools
Join In! Pboldeck Contests, Music fir. Fun
Most Rooms feature 2 Double Beds and
Private Balconies

1 ♦800*874*7420
OCEANS ELEVEN RESORTS

FAST LUNCH!
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Ranch Lunch
Buffet n' Sundae
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DINNER BUFFET
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Ranch Dinner
Buffet-n-Sundae
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$
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CHICKEN BREAST
DINNER
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'/, potato, hot garlic
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Buffet n Sundae Bar
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LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
JANUARY 29, 1991
1:00-7:00 PM
-YOU AND YOUR
FRIENDS CAN BE A
STAR!
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OK, WHO'S THE COMEDIAN?

Here's the chance to laugh with your friends!
Come and see your fellow
BGSU Students perform a
3 minute comedy routine.

Tuesday, January 29, 8:00 pm

o
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In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
O

Students will be judged by Notional Comedian
Jerry Seinfeld
The winner could win a trip to perform
in Daytona Beach or New York.
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Campus kitchens rate low
Union, greek houses cited for building violations
sible for a dining hall to get a
negative percentage with enough
violations.

by Greg Walson
staff writer

The Wood County Health Department recently rated University kitchens in the Union and
Sreek houses as poor, but most of
le problems pertained to building violations rather than health
violations.
"A lot of the problems were
building-related, which is unusual," David Crooks, director of
the University Union, said. "The
food passed, but the building did
not."
Of the three dining halls managed by University Food Operations, Jane Schimpf, director of
Food Operations, said McDonald
Dining Hall rated lowest with 80
Sercent 1100 percent being the
ighest], while Kreischer followed with 86 percent and the
Commons with a 90 percent.
The Union, which is not associated with University Food Operations, got a 62 percent, Crooks
said.
The rankings of kitchens in the
§reek houses, who also work inependent of Food Operations are
unavailable.

Many of the buildings are 25 to
30 years old and some of the code
violations were structural, a situation which Food Operations
cannot control, Schimpf said.
"We do need a food inspection
program," Schimpf said. "But
we need time to get things corrected."

the top slices of meat in the
sandwich line warmer than the
required 45 degrees and loose
rubber insulation linings on
freezers. All of the problems were
handled immediately, Crooks
added.
The changes in the lighting
system, which was too low, was
an improvement, he said.
"We appreciate the help in putting in the new lighting," Crooks
added. "The difference in brightness is unbelievable," he said.

Among the problems in dining
halls operated by Food Operations were low lighting and low
Some of the problems in the
hose pressure. Schimpf said.
f;reek houses' kitchens were misabled cleaning bottles, low lightRecently, the lighting in the ing and water temperatures that
dining hall kitchens were said to were too low in the dishwashers,
be all right by University offi- Colvin said.
cials, she said, but were found unfit by the health department.
The health department also
wanted the wood shelves in the
storerooms to be replaced with
metal shelves, she said.
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He also seemed to agree with dent himself," he said.
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interaction, academic excellence
Although the highest ranking is Crooks said.
hMHIlHIIUin
Tate, that there probably will be
A total of four letters will be and leadership," he said.
100 percent, Crooks said it is posHe said the inspector also found
an end to the present state of the sent from Interfraternity Council
world — particularly the nations in an effort to get men interested,
that make up the world powers.
he said.
"Ten years ago, Russia in"I treat rush as a business,"
vaded Afghanistan and that was Chamberlain said.
the beginning of the end of the
Eastern Bloc's power. This war
One reason for the decrease in
marks the end of the Western fraternity membership is beBloc," he said.
cause of changes in drinking
Doubt about U.S. government laws.
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actions were consistent Wednesday as the Rev. Floyd Rose from
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INTERESTED IN BECOMING A
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
BOARD MEMBER?
Applications for Spring '91 Semester
board positions are available
at 403 South Hall.
For more information call:
372-2247 Rick or 354-8255 Julie.
WSA

WSA

WSA

WSA

WSA

WSA

Needs writers, photographers,
copy editors, and artists
for the Spring edition.
Apply at 214 West Hall or
call Deb at 372-2604

When your clothes are dirty
And you want to look purty
Come on down to the wath mat
Cause that's where it's at.
15% Discount on drop off service
to BGSU Students & Senior Citizens
(Minimum $4.50 order at 45' o pound.)
Dryers run 20 minutes per 25'.
New equipment
Large TV's / Study Table.

Spectacular Student Discount for Hff IR!
Friday, January 25th
Broadway Productions Presents

Greenbriar Inc.
UUe ore leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1991
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

352-0717
Hours:
M-F 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-l p.m.
224 E. Wooster St.

M lnM.li tew hr
Michael Built'
0-ifullir'WicM'tito
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Masonic Aud • Friday, Jan. 25th at 8:00 p.m.
Reserved Seals: $12.50 STUDENT RUSH Friday, January 25th
at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium Box Office only (opening at 9 00
a.m.) until showtime or Sold Out. Cash Only.

Excellent Seats at Box Office!
381-8851
HfllR was the musical that defined the 60's. If your were a part of it you can relive it for one night.
Regardless of age HAIR presents a rare opportunity to experience an era. Though still
controversial, the memorable music and enthralling comedy creates a high voltage pleasure for
all age groups.
The 20th Anniversary Tour of HfllR is staged and costumed to faithfully recreate the Broadway
production. It is a rare opportunity to see Broadway at its finest at $37.50 less than the current
$50.00 price of a Broadway ticket. The Toledo Masonic Auditorium Box Office opens at 9:00 a.m.
All reserved seats will be $12.50 for students with appropriate ID. Cash only, first come first
served until showtime or until sold out.

Spectacular Student Discount for HfllR!
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International
Fighting reaches
northern border
by Nell MacFarquhar
Associated Press wrtier

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia — U.S. armored cavalrymen skirmished with Iraqis in the first firefight along the northern border, where vast fleets of tanks maneuvered and dug in on the
desert floor Wednesday for the land war just over the horizon.
The Americans captured six Iraqis and suffered two slight
casualties, the U.S. command said. It denied a Baghdad claim
that the Iraqis also seized prisoners.
Iraq fired off a double-barrelled volley of Scud missiles at both
Saudi Arabia and Israel. No casualties were reported immediately.
One Scud descended on northern Israel about 10 p.m. and was
intercepted by U.S.-supplied Patriot defense missiles, the Israeli
military said At the same time, over Saudi Arabia, at least
three other Scuds apparently were intercepted by Patriots,
Saudi officials and witnesses reported.
The Israeli leadership was holding its fire Wednesday at the
urging of the United States.
Kuwaiti oil installations burned on, sabotaged by the Iraqis
and showered nearby Iran with "black rain."
The skies over Iraq itself began to clear and allied air commanders pressed their mission-a-minute campaign on the seventh day of Operation Desert Storm.
Allied bombers have demolished half of Iraq's oil-refining capacity, commanders said. Iraq announced it was suspending
gasoline sales.
In a televised address in Washington, President Bush said the
air war had put Iraq "out of the nuclear bomb-building business
for a long time to come." He was both upbeat and cautious in his
overall assessment of the war's progress, saying Iraq could still
pull some surprises.
In Baghdad, more and more people were emerging from their
shelters, CNN's Peter Arnett reported from the Iraqi capital.
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$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30
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NEAR THE IRAQI BORDER.
Saudi Arabia (AP) — In a gas line
such as this desert has never
seen, assault helicopters swarm
in like black death, filling up for a
ground war their crews expect
any day.
At a highway cloverleaf, American MPs hunker down behind a
concrete block barrier painted,
"Pink Floyd, The Wall," waiting
for their piece of the war.
In a truckstop curry joint, two
British artillerymen, "Desert
Rats," shake their heads in grim
anticipation of a weeks-long onslaught they predict will be far
worse than is widely believed.
By a roadside phone booth,
Omani soldiers in faded combat
turbans wait cheerfully to ring up
their families, hopeful that tneir
next call — if Allah wishes — will
be made from liberated Kuwait
City.
Desert Storm is getting ready
to break and all concerned are
convinced that a hard rain is going to fall.
On the surface, the mood is
mostly positive, even relaxed.
Full alert conditions did not
stop a Bedouin from threading his
pickup load of confused sheep beneath the revolving blades of U.S.
Army helicopters awaiting fuel
on an abandoned stretch of tarmac.
Capt. Robert Belletier of the
U.S. First Cavalry Division
climbed out of a Blackhawk helicopter as it settled down to a
rumbling idle, in line with 12 Cobras, Apaches and little Bell
choppers.
"We're all set," said Belletier,
a southerner from Atlanta with
an easy laugh. "We hear about all
those Scuds in Dhahran, and we're happy to be up north where it's
safe.
But when pressed to reflect on
what might lie ahead in the next
few weeks, his face took on that
half-somber, half-quizzical look
so common among allied troops
on the northern frontier.
Three MPs from the 14th Military Police Brigade had that look
as they watched the main road
north from Dhahran to Kuwait in
their machine-gun-mounted
humvee, the Army's newfangled
version of the jeep.

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon *til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
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with Iraq
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FUN FLICKS?

Jan. 29

Gorbachev recalls rubles
MOSCOW — Soviets have grumbled for years
that shortages and inflation have made their rubles nearly worthless.
Their complaints became reality late Tuesday
when President Mikhail Gorbachev announced he
was pulling out of circulation the green 50-ruble
and tan 100-ruble notes.
By dawn Wednesday, long lines had formed at
banks in Moscow, Leningrad and other cities with
Soviets anxious to cash in their high-denomination
ruble notes so they are not left with worthless
pieces of paper.
"My friend called last night and her 90-year-old
mother was in tears," said a woman who stopped
by a bank near the Kiev railroad station.
"She saved 2,000 rubles [$3,224] in an envelope
for her own funeral," said the woman.
Under government decree, any largedenomination bills not turned in by Saturday are
worthless. Anybody who tries to turn in more than
his monthly salary is to be questioned about where
the money came from.
For millions of Soviets, it will be impossible to
produce written records of legal transactions in
new small businesses, or the source of a lifetime's
savings.
Prime Minister Valentin Pavlov has said as
much as one-third of the cash is in the form of big
bills. The government's move apparently was intended to slash inflation by cutting the excess supply of rubles.
Professional black marketeers long ago
switched from dealing in rubles to convertible currencies and are unlikely to be affected by the
change.
But people temporarily holding large amounts of
cash earned from selling or buying cars, video re-

Come ond enjoy the gomes, music,
food, ond culture of o variety of
countries from oround the globe.
Plenty of fun fci entertainment for
everyonel
^» y^'

Washington
I ] Continued from page 1..
POWs before cameras to make
obviously coerced statements.
At a Pentagon briefing, Powell
and Cheney faced a barrage of
3uestions about the extent of
amage inflicted on Iraq by unrelenting bombing attacks.
Powell said allied forces have
seized air superiority and now intend to focus attacks on Iraqi
ground forces entrenched in and
around Kuwait. He said the Iraqi
army is "sitting there dug in,
waiting to be attacked and attacked it will be.
"Our strategy for dealing with
this army is very simple: First
we're going to cut it off, then we're going to kill it."
Cheney said Saddam "cannot
change the basic course" of the
war. He will be defeated.''
Cheney said, "There may well
be surprises ahead for us," including possible Iraqi air strikes,
terrorist attacks and additional
missile firings.
White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said, "This is
not going to be wrapped up in a
week. We're not going to have
this done in time for weekend
talks shows and the evening
news. This is going to go on. It's

***»
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going to be day after day just like
this/'
The administration rejected a
broadcast report from Baghdad
that allied attacks had destroyed
a baby milk factory in Iraq. The
plant actually was used to produce biological weapons, Fitzwater said.
"Any reports coming out of
Baghdad are, in effect, coming
from the Iraqi government,
Fitzwater said.
Iraq has "used a lot of disguises
in a lot of different ways,' Fitzwater said. The plant in question
"has been heavily guarded and
has barbed wire," he said.
Elaborating on his heated denial, Fitzwater said, "This is a
major kind of problem for our
government to deal with" be-«
cause the report indicated the
United States was attacking civilians. He said the report, broadcast by CNN, "hurts our government.
Bush mentioned Saddam at the
end of a meeting with Mongolian
President Punsalmaagiyn Ochirbat, praising the once-communist
state's shift to democracy.
"The actions of Iraq's dictator,
the actions of one misguided

man, cannot obscure mankind's
bright destiny of democracy and
freedom," Bush said. "The future
lies with the process of revolution
and renewal now taking place in
your nation, a democratic revolution."
The administration promised
"full consideration" to a request
from Israel for an additional $10
billion in economic aid over five
years. Bush called Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir to condemn Iraq's missile attack
against Tel Aviv and express appreciation for Israel's willingness
not to counterattack immediately.
Zalman Shoval, the Israeli ambassador to the United States,
Kaid a visit to Capitol Hill, where
e suggested that his country ultimately will seek payment from
Iraq "one day when this war will
be over and Iraq will pay reparations" to those it nas harmed.
The administration said it was
urging Jordan to remain neutral
in the Gulf War. That message
was delivered to King Hussein by
former assistant Secretary of Defense Richard Armitage, who
flew to Amman as Bush's personal emissary.
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In Odessa, a Black Sea port known for a lively
black market, Tass said police discovered employees of one bank had entered it just before midnight to exchange their big bills for smaller ones.
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Sutn-ups are taking place now in the UAO
office, and spots are <oiM fasti Star in a music
video-there are tons of songs to choose from star
in a movie-tons of scenes. Only $5 pays for the
tape and is due at SUM-UP! Contact the UAO
office. 2-2343. for more info.
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corders and other such consumer items face financial disaster.
Meanwhile, the government restricted withdrawals from bank accounts to 500 rubles [$806]
monthly. That is almost twice the average monthly salary of 267 rubles [$430], but only slightly
more than it costs to buy a pair of fashionable
sneakers at inflated prices in the unofficial economy.
The government said it would replace the bills
with new ones later. But much about the program
was unclear and appeared unlikely to be cleared
up before the deadline to turn in the old money.
"Some may challenge the social justice of the
president's decree, but they cannot say that the
Soviet leadership remains idle while the country
stands on the brink of total economic collapse,"
said Tass news agency analyst Andrei Orlov.
Ivan Silayev, prime minister of Boris Yeltsin's
Russian republic, said parliament there would
discuss the reform today. But despite Yeltsin's
disagreements with Gorbachev on economic issues, Russia's position "will not be an explosive
stand," said Silayev.
Bank employees were quoted by Tass as saying
they were caught completely unaware by the
government move.
Many elderly Soviets distrust banks because
they have lived through previous such reforms and
prefer to keep their money in cash at home.
According to the decree, retirees can exchange
200 rubles [$322] of big bills. Others can exchange
a month's salary, up to 1,000 rubles [$1,612].
Some people wailing in bank lines in Leningrad
accused Gorbachev of trying to disrupt society so
he would be forced to declare presidential rule.

by Mark Porubcansky
Associated Press writer
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2 Bedrooms, Furnished
Heat, A/C. Water,
Sewage, Trash
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Sat 9-3

113 Railroad Street
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BG's original Dance Bar
Over 21 No Cover Charges Ever! *»*
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Falcons defuse Rockets, 69-64

BG rallies from first-half deficit to defeat first-place Toledo

by Jamie Joss
assistant sports editor

In the past few weeks, defeats
have quickly accumulated in the
Bowling Green women's basketball team's loss column.
And after each loss, the imaginary wall that in past years
seemed to defend all opponents'
challenges started to crumble,
brick-by-brick.
But it didn't discourage BG
head coach Fran Voll, who believed he had a solid group of
[ilayers — it has just taken a httle
onger than expected to find the
right unit.
On Wednesday night, he found
the combination and a fitting
end to a four-game losing streak
as the Falcons (3-3 in the MidAmerican Conference, 7-10 overall ) downed first-place arch-rival
Toledo (5-2,12-5), 69-64.
The night was full of heroines
from the Falcon squad, starting

and ending with the play of sophomore forward Andrea Nordmann and senior forward
Heather Finfrock. Nordmann unleashed her presence as she
scored BG's first six points and
the Falcons took an 8-7 lead in the
first six minutes of the half.
Both teams continued to trade
early baskets, but UT guard Jane
Roman hit a three-pointer to gain
a six-point advantage 18-12.
Finfrock, who recently shifted
her services to the starting power
forward spot, responded next by
starting a Falcon 10-point run,
scoring eight straight points herself and finished the run off with a
pass to senior forward Traci
Gorman, who laid the ball in to tie
the game at 22 apiece with 5:20 in
the half — her lone field goal of
the game.
Then with BG down 27-22, sophomore Falcon forward Judit
Lendvay stepped in and put her
own run on as she scored the next
six points and pulled BG to within

four at 32-28 with 2:22 before the
intermission.
UT's Lucretia LeGault hit a
three-footer to make it 34-29 and
Nordmann added a five-foot shot
to go into the locker room down
by three.
The second half was more of
the same for the Falcons, who
received the same early contributions from Nordmann that they
did in the first stanza —scoring
five of BG's first seven points, including a three-point play, and
enabled the Falcon to gain their
first lead since early in the first
half.
"I told our players before the
game, the team who wanted to
win the most was going win and
obviously (BG) wanted to win,"
UT head coach Bill Fennelly said.
BG center Katie McNulty, although she didn't have the big
numbers, displayed BG's intensity by grabbing key rebounds
and hitting crucial shots down the
stretch.

McNulty's turn-around basket
fave BG an eight-point lead with
1:10 remaining.
The Falcons maintained the
lead before a scare with 4:55 left
in the game when the Rockets;
tied the game at 58-58.
But, BG's Finfrock responded
again as she hit two identical
14-foot shots from the baseline
and McNulty added a lay-up to
regain a seven-point advantage,
65-58, with 1:09 remaining.
Freshman guard Susie Cassell
(eight points, six assists, zero
turnovers I added two free throws
with 43 seconds left and Lendvay
(12 points) iced the game with
two from the charity stripe with
seven seconds left.
"Traci didn't have a good
shooting night, but Judit Lendvay
stepped up and played a verygood perimeter game for us,
voll said. "Susie Cassell didn't
have any turnovers tonight and
not committing a turnover in a
See Women, page 10.

Second half crucial in UT win
by Chris Miller
sports writer

BG N»w»/Greg Horvalh
Falcon guard Susie Cassell contests UI guard Dana Drew's pass in
BG's 69-64 victory over the Rockets Wednesday nighl

This was more than just a loss.
This was a stunner. A shocker.
A heartbreaker. And even worse,
this was not the first time it had
happened.
For the second time in five
days, the Falcon men's basketball team squandered a huge
halftime lead and lost a crucial
Mid-American Conference
contest. This time, Toledo made
the big comeback and eeked out a
57-56 win over the Falcons in front
of 4,697 at Anderson Arena.
UT improved to 10-9 overall and
3-5 in the MAC, while BG fell to
9-7 and 3-3.
And what made it even worse
was that it was at home, against
the rival Rockets and in front of
thousands of BG alumni viewing

the game across the country via
closed circuit TV.
What they saw was Toledo's
junior guard Scott Riley scoring a
three pointer with 18 seconds left
to lift the Rockets from a 17-point
second half deficit to a two-point
lead.
BG called timeout to set up
Falcon forward Joe Moore and
the senior was fouled by Toledo's
J.C. Harris with six seconds left.
Moore, who did not start because
of minor toe surgery earlier in the
week, hit the the first free throw,
but his second attempt bounded
off the front of the rim.
Falcon forward Steve Watson
knocked the ball back to Moore,
but his 16-footer was off to the
right. Watson chased down the
rebound, but his desperation
17-footer fell short and set off a
jubilant celebration by the UT
bench and fans, while the Falcon

faithful sat stunned.
Saturday, BG also blew a
17-point lead in losing to MAC
leader Eastern Michigan.
"I can't explain it," BG head
coach Jim Larranaga said. "We
did a good job for 35 minutes, but
that obviously doesn't get the job
done."
Toledo opened the contest in a
deliberate stall to try to limit
BG's fastbreak opportunities,
and for a while, it seemed to
work. The Rockets took an 8-6 advantage after eight minutes on
Keith Wade's jumper in the lane.
Meanwhile, BG was struggling
without leading scorer Clinton
Venable. The 5-11 senior was
averaging 18.7 per game, but he
aggravated a rib cage muscle in
the opening minutes and played
only 10 minutes. Venable did not
attempt a shot and was held
scoreless.

BG responded to the deficit
with a 16-2 run to take a 22-8 lead
on Moore's steal and dunk at the
4:24 mark. The Falcons retained
the 14-point margin and led at the
half 27-13 when UT's Craig Sutter
missed a dunk at the first-hall
buzzer.
"The first half was a case of u?
looking miserable and not execut;
ing," Toledo head coach Jay Eclj
said. "They played different than
I thought against our spread
offense by playing soft until the
last 10 seconds on the shot clocM
when they came out on us. Wj
just didn't execute it very good."?
But Eck and the Rockets had a
surprise for BG the second half?
UT picked up the pace and closed
to within 41-38 on a Riley trey at
the 9:15 mark.
BG bumped the lead back tot
51-42 with just over five minutei
See M«n, page 10J
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Reeling Falcons
not finished yet
embarassing loss at the hands of
arch-rival Toledo must be soundSchroder,
inglike a screaming alarm clock.
The Falcons' greatest asset in
M.D.
the Michigan State game — aggresiveness on offense — was exThe Sports actly
what coach Jim Larranaga
said was lacking in the latest
Doctor
defeats.
W'^aaeK
But the news gets worse before
it gets better. Clinton Venable is
Quick quiz: What is the basket- suffering from a rib cage injury
ball team's record since the and played a gutsy 10 minutes
Michigan State game?
Wednesday night in a great deal
Remember that night?
of pain.
The Falcons became the toast
of the Mid-American Conference
But alas Falcon fans, there is
and took a major step toward hope.
gaining respect for themselves
Yes, BG, the preseason
and the league.
favorites have gone 6-7 since the
They blew the number four 'Spartan Spectacle.' Yes, they
team in the country off the court. must be questioning their confiSince then, it's been an uphill dence level after blowing two big
climb for BG. And after Wednes- leads.
day night, the mountain has gotThe good news is this team is
ten much steeper.
made up of seasoned seniors.
Oddsmakers in Las Vegas This is not a young squad who is
would have paid big bucks to experiencing adversity for the
anyone willing to bet the Falcons first time. There is a lot of baswould go 6-7 over their next 13 ketball left to play.
games.
Believe it or not, the conference
Anyone who answered that
title is still not out of the question.
quiz question right can give Last season, Ball State won the
themselves a giant pat on the MAC with three league losses.
back.
But first things first. BG
After losing to Toledo and players now have something to
Eastern Michigan in dramatic prove.
fashion, the Falcons can not do
Handing the championship to
the same.
the Falcons before the season
A few of the players said if started may have epitomized
there was one thing they learned prematurity, but BG has the abilfrom Saturday's loss to the Hur- ity to turn its season around on a
ons, it was to play hard for 40 dime. A team with so many
minutes and go full tilt until the seniors has too much pride to fold
final buzzer.
it up now.
Wednesday night, BG looked
It's gut-check time for the Fallike slow learners.
cons. This desk thinks BG has
If the jolt the Hurons gave them enough guts to make some noise
doesn't wake them up, a near- before it s all over.
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Men
: Continued from page 9.
to go when Tom Hall tipped in his
own miss and when Moore
canned two free throws at the
1:25 mark to put the lead at 55-50,
the Falcons seemed to have escaped.
But Riley, a 54 percent free
throw shooter, hit two free throws
and Wade went the length of the
court for a layup after picking off
Moore's pass to pull within one at
55-54 with 52 seconds left.
BG's Michael Huger beat UT's
full-court press, but got caught in
mid-air in the lane and traveled
as Larranaga was trying to get a
BG timeout. After the turnover,
BG did call timeout, but Riley's
hit the 20-footer to give UT the
win.
Riley scored all 14 of his points
in the second half, while hitting
4-of-€ from three-point range.
Toledo was led by 6-8 sophomore
Tom Best. Best scored 14 in the
second half en route to a gamehigh 16.
Watson led the Falcons with 14
points and 13 rebounds, while
Moore added 13 points and Hall 10
to go along with 11 rebounds. Billy Johnson, averaging nearly 14
points a contest, was held to six
on 2-of-8 shooting.
"We are just not playing aggressively on offense," Larranaga said. "We're not attacking.
We're just passing around the
perimeter and then shooting instead of attacking.
"At this point, I am concerned
with the team's mental state."
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Womerv
! Continued from page 9.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: R»sid#nt Manoar

major basketball game from a
freshman is outstanding."
The Rockets committed many
defensive mistakes and turned
the ball over nine more times
than the Falcons which figured
decisively in the BG victory.
"The biggest disappointment
was that we had more mental
mistakes defensively than we
normally do. When we made a
mistake they made us pay for it

641 IMnl St.. Apt. 4, 4.O.
352-4340

BG News/Greg Horvalh
Toledo's Tom Best attempts to drive around Falcon forward Steve Watson In BG's 57-56 defeat Wednesday
night. Watson led the Falcons with 14 points and 13 rebounds.

and that's to the credit of their
coaches and players," Fennelly
said. "Good teams, championship teams, cannot make mistakes."
The main letdown for the Rockets was poor concentration and
trying to force things too early.
"We just didn't do the things
that we practiced and had done in
the past to get us into first place,"
Fennelly said. "When you lose
close games by five points on the
road there are many things that
you can look at for answers.''
A large crowd of 1,278 seemed

Seniors.
Have 15 minutes and a bursar account?

Both will get you in the
1991 KEY yearbook.

to spark the Falcons on the way to better and hopefully we can capitheir second half comeback. But, talize on this win and it moves us
although it looked as though the into direction that will help us."
crowd affected the Rockets as
they made some crucial errors on
missed lay-ups and mishandled BG WOMEN (69)
>■
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Please give blood.

J

RUSH THETA CHI

When you schedule a 15 minute senior
portrait setting, o S6 basic sitting tee is
charged to your Cursor account That's
all And there is no obligation to buy o
portrait package, although you probably
will

0 Don't Miss Rush Information
Night, Tonight From
M
Y
7:30 - 9:00
mS
j\
Grand Ballroom
J\

R

Sittings are now underway.
Call 372-8086 today.

i

a& r° &

Six bucks won't get you
much today: a small pizza
with a few items or a cheap
T-shirt. Both don't last long.
But $6 will get you
immortalized forever in The
Book, your book.

THURSDAYS SPECIAL

All You Can Eat

m RIBS

Hours:
V*l.^O
Sunday
I2:00-2:00 P.M.
Mon-Thurs
U:30-l:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
Friday
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Located in the University Union
/ Quantum <K) card accepted after 4:30 fpr on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor ofl-campus students
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Bucks try to avoid upset Pirates may offer deal
against Golden Gophers NL East champs to give Bonilla four more years
by Rusty Miller
AP sports writer

COLUMBUS - Who could
blame No.4 Ohio State for experiencing a letdown after Monday
night's 93-85 victory over No.3 Indiana?
Coach Randy Ayers, for one.
Ayers expects his team to be
mentally ready and not thinking
about what happened 72 hours
earlier as the Buckeyes take the
court Thursday night at Minnesota.
"It's definitely a challenge,"
Ayers said of coming back after
the Buckeyes moved to 16-0 overall and 6-0 in the Big Ten with
Monday's victory. "But I think
our guys understand. Quite a few
of them have been to Williams
Arena to play, so they know how
tough it's going to be Thursday. I
think we'll be mentally ready to
play there."
The difference, Ayers said, is
his team's approach.

"We talked about it being just
the sixth game of the Big Ten
season," he said, "and that we've
Sot 12 to go. And that good teams
o it over the course of a whole
season. We're still trying to get
better and trying to stay focused
on what we ve got to do. The
season is a long way from over."
Minnesota is 8-5 overall and 1-2
in the Big Ten. Coach Clem Haskins recognizes that a capacity
crowd in Williams Arena and
Ohio State's concentration on
Monday's game might be advantages. But Tie still is aware of the
Buckeyes' strengths.
"My philosophy is that you look
at players. I don't think it's good
any time you have [to play] a
[roup of guys like [ Jim ] Jackson,
Tree] Lee, [Perry] Carter,
Mark] Baker, [Jamaal] Brown
and [Chris] Jent. There's no good
time any time to catch them,"
Haskins said.
"We have them at home and
that'll help us with the home
crowd. But it's the guy you put in

uniform that you have to be concerned about. And my guys are a
lot younger and not quite as
strong
and physical as that ball
club.s
Brown scored a career-high 29
points and Jackson added 20 as
the Buckeyes, who built a 19-point
lead at the half over the cold Hoo
siers, solidified their hold on first
place in the Big Ten.
"So many things really impress
me (about Ohio State)," Haskins
said. "But first of all, it's the confidence they play with. They got
up 20 points and the lead got down
to three, but they never lost their
composure. I like that poise. I like
their confidence.
"You have to go beat them;
they're not going to beat themselves."
Still, Haskins is anything but
confident in his public statements.
"I think the only thing you can
do is pray a whole lot they (the
Buckeyes) don't beat the crap out
of you," Haskins said.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh Pirates are preparing to offer three-time All-star
Bobby Bonilla a substantial multi-year contract
in an effort to bypass the arbitration process.
Bonilla wants $21 million over five years, but
the Pirates are expected to counter with a fouryear deal in the $17 million to $18 million range.
Team president Carl Barger said he can't
make the offer, which would be the richest contract in Pirates history, without the approval of
the team's board of directors.
"I can't say precisely when we'll make the
offer," Barger said. "I'm trying to get the authority from our board to make a meaningful,
market-reflective offer, hopefully as soon as
possible.
"Whatever the dollar amount, it's big dollars.
It's approaching what we paid for the team, in
cash, 'hesaid.
The Pirates were purchased in 1985 for about
$23 million.
"I just don't have that authority walking
around in my pocket," Barger said.
Bonilla Is one of eight Pirates who filed for
1991 salaries totaling $14,850,000, or $9,452,500
more than they made last year. The Pirates
offered $10,220,000, or $4,630,000 less than the
players requested.

Last year, eight of the Pirates' 11 arbitrationeligible players had hearings, bat the team
plans more extensive negotiations this year.
Bonilla, Barry Bonds and R.J. Reynolds, who
has since signed with a Japanese team, were
particularly upset when the Pirates declined to
negotiate.
T
We still have the confidence level that we'll
be able to settle with some," Barger told the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. "Probably not all, but
I hope with some. We'll have dialogue with
every agent.
"We have some room (to negotiate) in our
figures — not Immense room but some — but
much depends on the agents. Obviously, we've
got some big spreads. I wish the spread wasn't
as large in some cases, but I think our figures
make a lot of sense."
The Pirates are about $1 million apart with
Bonilla ($3,475,000; $2,400,000). National League
Most Valuable Player Bonds ($3,250,000;
$2,300,000) and Cy Young Award winner Doug
Drabek ($3,350,000; $2,300,000).
Bonilla, who has a year more of major-league
service time than Bonds and Drabek, wants to
be paid like San Francisco's Kevin Mitchell and
Will Clark. The two are playing under four-year
contracts worth about $15 million.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

ATTENTION ALL BUSINESS MAJORS
Delta S-fltna Pi. Bowling Green's protMftionai
business fraternity will De holding an mlorm*tion meeting Thursday. January 24. at 7 45 pm
tn 212 McFall Center (AssemsWy Room) H you
have any questions call Jeft at 354-8422
Come see what the coed fraternity <s aH about1

"» WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION * ■
COME HAVE FUND
WSA mvrtes you to the Spring
Semester WELCOME BACK PARTY
on Jan 25 m The Amam from
9pm-1 am EVERYONE IS WELCOME FOR
Dancing. Games. Snacks. & Fun1
" "ORIENTATION HOST'"
Applications now available

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP ORIVE
Membership tables will be open from
9:30-2:30 everyday this week' In the BA •
MSC main floors. Spring semester membership Is only S10. Don't turn down the AMA
advantage!
AMA
HAPPY HOURS
Fri. Jan 25th at CassMys from 5-9 pm. All you
can drink for 21 * over. S3 everyone 18 4

over. $4 non-member 21 & over.
• ' " SENIORS " • *
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO SUBMIT YOUR
OWN PHOTO FOR THE SENIOR SECTION OF
THE 1991 KEY YEARBOOK. THAT PHOTO
MUST BE TURNED INTO THE OFFICE BY
JAN. 31 CALL 2-8086 FOR MOR INFO.
* Undergraduate Alumni Association *
We have a meeting on January 28 at 7 30 in
112 BA. Be there to find out about all the fun we
have planned for this semester' All are welcome' Bring a Iriend'

405 Student Services
Applications Due Jan 24 at 5 p m
• " "ORIENTATION HOST* • ■
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
Judy KisseHe will be speaking
on motiviatron m the classroom
January 28th. 7 OO pm in
406 Ed Bldg with SCEC
Prizes 8 Food
Amnesty International Meeting
Monday Jan 28th
6 30 309 Hanna
Jom the Station of the 90s'
WFAL INFORMATIONAL MTG
Tuesday Jan 29th
121 West Hak
7 pm • AH Majors Welcome'

ATTENTION

ALL SPORT MANAGEMENT
MAJORS:
Come to the SMA pizza party and general meet
mg Jan 24, 7 30. 110 BA Coat « 50 a person
ATTENTION BGCTM MEMBERS
BGCTM is beginning the new years with an information ■ packed meeting' Diane Landoll. a
1988 graduate of BGSU. will fin you m on Me
after graduation - from teaching in a public
school system to reluming to BG to complete
her master's Diane knows the ropes of the
undergrad program at BG. and she wll offer advice and answer questions to prepare you tor
life m the world outside BGSU Come hear
Diane and brmg all your questions1
Monday, January 28 at 8:00 pm 140 Life Science.
Do you know what group serves as a link" lo
the past, present and future relations to the
University?
University Ambassadors!tt
Become a "link", become a University Ambassador' Applications available at the Mileti Alumni
Center and 405 Student Services (due Feb. 4)
Get involved with the Undergraduate Alumni
Association and be a part of one of the most
exciting organizations on campus Mud Volleyball. Homecoming and Final's Week Survival
Kits are fust a tew of our dynamic programs To
find out more about UAA come to 112 BA on
Monday. January 28 at 7 30 pm or call
3726849 and ask for Amy or Jenny All are
Welcome'

LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
There ml be a LAGA meeting Thursday. January 24, at 8 30 pm The meeting is free and
open to an and it will be held m the basement of
the United Christian FeBowsrup Center, on the
comer of Thuratm and Rtdg#
RALLY In support of Operation Desert Storm
and the containment of Suddam Hussein.
Come show your support lor our troops and
our government to the media. Thursday,
January 24. at the Union Oval. 2:00 pm

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

LOST 63 1 2 LBS and 65 t 2 INCHES'
Thanks to FORMU-3 WEIGHT LOSS
Us the best thing I ever d>d for myself
Torn Day Cal Formu-3 today 354-4500

' " * Alpha PTMS " ' *
Gel psyched for
The AOTT Class*

SERVICES OFFERED

STUDENT COURT
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
NEW STAFF MEMBERS APPLICATIONS CAN
BE PICKEO UP IN 405 SS FROMJAN. 22 - 25
INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON MON.
JAN. 28 HOPE TO SEE YOU IN COURT"

POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Best price in sound around
Cat 874-6684
PRI BNAN1
We can help Free pregnancy tests and suppor
trve services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE

The Undergraduate Alumni Association will
be holding its first meeting of the semester on
Monday. January 28 m 112 BA at 7 30 pm All
who are interested are encouraged lo attend
Call 372-8849 and ask for Amy or Jenny lor
more information

RESUMES Sktfed. unskilled, homemakers.
professorial Complete ^struchons and examples Send $14 95 lo Career Starters. PO Box
2461 2 Columbus. OH 43224

What do Mike Emnck (Phil Flyers) and Den
Cummings (Toledo TV) have in common'' They
both started with the Bowling Green Radio
Sports Organization and so should you Organizational meeting Thursday night at 9 00 pm
in 203 West Han

• • KDKDKDKDKDKDKD' '
Congratulations
Melanie Schumeth and Mark Genders on your
recent pearling >
• " KD Love Your Siatera ■ •
KD *• Paula Gray »• KO
Congratulations on your pearling lo Cody
Young"
KD ■" Paula Gray ' ■ KD
* Undergraduate Alumni Association *
We have a meeting on January 28 at 7 30 m
112 BA Be mere lo Imd out about all the fun we
nava planned 'or this semester1 AM are wei
come' Bring a friend'
• ■ -ORIENTATIONHOST--"
Applications now available

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester. summer J-term
Graduate and Internship programs
AM programs run under $6000

405 Studeni Services
Appkcattons Due Jan 24 at 5 p m
• • " ORIENTATION HOST • • •

Can Curtm University al 1 600 878 3696

continued on p.12

W" PRIORITY!

On your list of things to do make sure to stop
in at
University Village

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS

&

University Courts Apts.

FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $1,500

They are now renting!

Deadline: Friday, March 1, 1991

•
•
•
•
•

The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was
established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished
service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a
Trustee of Bowling Green State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to
pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting,
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community
service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a student
with a minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two semesters of
his/her senior year, and will graduate no sooner than May 1992. Each fellow
will receive $1,500. The selection of fellows will be based on an initial screening
process and further review which may include personal interviews.

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

Walking Distance To Campus!

(419) 352-0164

The application form and all support materials, including letters of
recommendation, must be submitted to the University Relations Office,
Mileti Alumni Center by 4 p.m., Friday, March 1, 1991.

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

fflarco's Pizza

Applications are available in the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni
Center; School of Mass Communications, 302 West Hall; and the Political
Science Department, 115 Williams Hall.

0

Single Large Pizza
CHEESE & ONE ITEM
(Pan or Hand Tossed)

CO

3

8

O

as

•
•
•
Read It Tomorrow
In The Insider!

$5.95

Additional Items $1.00
No Coupon Necessary
Bowling Green Store Only
1045 N Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

353-0044

0

s
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continued from p. 11
. » Banamas Party Oruaa. 8 days only $??»,
Jamaica t Florida S days 1299' Oaytona $159'
Panama City $99' Cat Spring Break Traval
1 >Q0 83g»7ge
Alpna lambda D«u
Coming soon. Or Kaalaya Last Lactura
Alpha OmKnxi PI Classic
Alpha OMcron PI ClaaUC
Alpha OmKron PI ClaiUc
Alpha Phi Katy Jacobs Aloha PN
CongratuMiona on your angagamanl.now you
can wort* on finding ua aoma man) Luv your U
and grand**
CAMCCR OCVf LOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
AWAIT YOU AT THE
PREVENTION CENTER
tacoma a STEP I Paar Laadar
Call lha Prevention Canlar
at 372-2130 or atop In to
310 Student Service! Building
CongraluMlona Amy Rymar and Jen* Hood on
your pairing'
Love Vour Qamma Pry Bala Sisters
CREATIVE AND CARINO STUDENTS
Qaln aiparlanca In davaloplng
Praaantatlona, Public Ralallona.
Craallng New Matarlala A Much Moral!)
Inquire at 310 Student Sanrtcaa Building
Or Call 372-2130

DO YOU HEED VOLUNTEER HOURS? ARE
YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH MEN
TAILY/PHYSICALLY HANWCAPPED PEOPLE ONCE A WEEK* CALL LESA OR STACK
AT 2-S941 FOR INFO

m 1939 HHIer roeed across Poland and the rest
of Europe In 1941 when rt became our war. rt
cost ten times as many American kves OS it
would have m 1939
fADOAM HUSSEIN STOPS AT KUWAIT

Getting reedy lo IwM out tnto the reel work)?
Come talk lo torn* recent rwes of Procter wj
G*mo*e end And out whet PAG he* to offer m
rna MIS and CS fieMs
Computer Science Night
Jan 23 6pm Grand Ballroom
Open House
Jan 24 9am 2pm Taft Rm UrMon

MARK'S
SUPERBOWL PARTY'
FREE Munch** drmh space*
4 pizza specters
OPEN SUN. AT NOON

N You Have leadership. Human Relation*.
Hess Madia, Theater. Qrephlc Arte.
Writing, Or Other Skills.
Consider Being • Pear Laadar
Tha Prevention Center
310 Student Service! Building
(372-2130)
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Men s Bowbng ■
Jan 29 Men s A Coed Floor Hockey Feo 4.
Men s. Women s 4 Coed Curing Fab 5
Kappa S*g • Kay Dae ' Kappa S*g • Kay Dee
Congratulations Megan Plelcner and Stephen
Barnttetn on your recant leveliering
A 0 T Yours'ftters
KAPPA SKj KAY DEE * KAPPA SlG KAY

DEE
KD * Dawn Zamcheck ■ KD
Congratulations on your paefhng lo Gary LaGuardMJ'
KO ' K Dee Love Your sisters ' KD
KD ■ * Shefce Kesstar • ■ KD
Congratulations on your pearling to Scott Lenrwg'
Love m A o T • Your Staters

FRATERNITY RUSH
INFO NHJMT
JANUARY 24, INI
7:30-1:00 PM
LENHART GRAND
BALLROOM
Oat your raaumaa and Data Shaata raadyl
. Opan Houaa with Procter A Gambia on January
■ 23rd In tha Tart room (union) stop In bahvaan
: 9am • 2pm Casual draas plaasa
MIS ACS only

LIUE BAND

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
5 AND 7 WCHTS

STEAMBOAT

2 $ AND 7 NIGHT*,

FORT LAUDERDALE
7

NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH
1 WCHT.

CORPUS CHRISTI1
MUSTANG
ISLAND
7
$ AND

NlCHT*.

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
S AND 7 NIGHTS

'119
'129
'96
'137
'124

The brothers ol Theta Chi congratulate Charlie
Johnson on his recent lavaberlng to Sigma Kappa Casie Mason

PI PHI PHI DELT PI PHI PHI DELT
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi would Mce to congratulate Louise Quigiey on her lavefcermg to Phi Delta The ta Randy McClure
PI PHI PHI DLET PI PHI PHI DLET

The brothers ol Theta Chi congratulate Jim
Morris on his recent lavakertng to Gamma Phi
Valerie Gross

PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
Thanks (o Tina Trueblood for alt of her greet
help with our housing presentation WekrvU'
Pt PHI PI PHI PI PHI

The brothers of Theta Chi congratulate Chris
Westover on his recent lavaltenhg to Dee Gee
Jenny Frangos

The brothers of Theta Chi congratulate Bill
Koettkng on his recent pinning to Sandy Jabtonski'

The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate VaJene Gross end Jim Morns on
their Gemma Phi - Theta Chi lavaliening
Love and TTKE
Your Gamma Phi Beta Sisters

PI PHI PLEDGES
GET PSYCHEO FOR INITIATION
PI PHI PLEDGES
ARE THE BEST
PI PHI PLEDGES
GET PSYCHED

Tired of the same old thing? Well, grab your
swimsmt and heed for Panama CMy' Spend 8
days/7 nights on the beautiful white beaches.
You will be located right In the heart of al the
action • Miracle MHe Resort' Don't delay" Spots
are going fast!!'
Call Jean "4-LOTS" of fun at Spring Break
'91 H'Thats 354-5687)

PISIGMAEPSILON
General Information Meeting
Wed Jan 23 at 7 30 in 110 BA
PI SIGMA EPSILON
Quarters Cala Super Bowl Party
Giant drink specials to save you bias Bag
screen action Prizes and huge half-time buffet
Open at noon - Come early for a good seat

UPTOWN
NEVER COVER OVER 21
UNDER 21 ONLY S1.00
BEFORE 11. EVERY NIGHT!!
What do Mike Emrick (Phil Fryers) and Dan
Cummmgs (Toledo TV) have in common? They
both started with the Bowling Green Radio
Sports Organization and so should you Orginazational meeting Thursday night at 9 00 pm
m 203 West Hal
ZBT ZBT ZBT
Looking for something lo do after Rush Information Night? Come to Old Fraternity Row and
meet the Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau • The
Powerhouse of Excellence
Rush ZBT Tonight 9pm • 11 pm Rush ZBT

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA
Come check out "A Good Thing"
at Rush Information Night
Thursday (tonight) al 7 30 pm
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA

Fricloy
$2.00
Greenwood Centre
1616 E. W00STER. B.C.

SPRING BREAKERS'
Open containers slowed on the beach''
Free deck parties 4 beer during the week
Yes. el Panama City Beach. Florida!
8 days/7 nights In a beachfront hotel
$ 114 without transportation
S204 with round-trip bus ride
CaH Mike st 2 ■ 584 7 tor more info

ROOMMATE WANTED
Available immediately Rent negotiable
and High Cat Las 352 9578

WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS. Earn up lo
H0/hr Market credit cards on campus Flexible hours Only 10 positions available Call
NOW 1 -400-850-84 7 2. Ext. 20 (Barb).
2nc

Wanted One roommate
Cheap - Free heat 4 water
Cal Jen or Karen 353-8080

78 Mercury Marquis
66k mites Loaded
Good shape Must sal
Moving to Wyoming
$860 353-8047

HELP WANTED

1983 Honda CMS 260 custom Motorcycle
Encelent condition. S700 372-5325

* ENTREPRENEURS *
Exciting marketing opportunity Flexible around
schedule call 878 6308

For Sale
Downhill Ski Boots Womens size 5 Heirting
US 00. Call 352 0760

ADVERTISING SALES:
The BG News has an immediate opening for an
advertising sales representative m the Toledo
area CaH on current accounts as wen as prospect new 12% commission plus gas fHowance
Contact Jan Stubbs. Advertising Manager.
3722606

FOR SALE
10 gal I ish tank includes gravel.
unoergravel Inter, hd. some decorations
$40 can 3546189 ask tor Mark

All Majors Welcomed
International firm has several full-lime and parttime openings Flexible hrs $6 50 starting
Great resume experience A A.S P scholarships CaH 12:30 - 5 30 lor interview
382 1060
BUSINESS

STUDENTS AND ENTREPRENEURS
'TASP' International is looking lor motivated
students to til management positions in the following areas LIMA, CLEVELAND, SANDUSKY
and COLUMBUS. Earn $6,000 • $10.000 next
summer whee building your resume and gaining
valuable business experience Positions are
fling ouickiy. lor more information cal Gregg
Merians at 1-800-543-3792
Earn money 4 obtain work exp in
Communications * * Pubftc Relations
Marketing *" Sales
Apply now for the BGSU Spring Telefund
Applications avail from Bam-5pm at
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
Or call Lu 372-2424
Telefunddates: FEB 17-April25
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY" ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR INFORMA
TION 504 641 8003 EXT 5972
Excellent Income! Easy Work' Assemble
products at home. Cal Now' 1 -601 -388-8242
ext H2593. 24 hours
HIRING
Casey'a works around your schedule
1025N Main352-9113

(_*.(S /M FlArtES, THC
tAMRjHXie MIWi$ A
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/"floor on.
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f'jJi'HD NC*O.oe»e enacoes, Ler
<J4 8rnj«N To c*J«. WfcCfcCNT
-ri*te.(cOuATesr or A CWASVSCCMTIST,

A MOUSEJ^Cf-Tl

SUMMER COUNSELORS. Outstanding New
York State Coed Children's Resident Camp
Looking for collego students. Two hours from
New York City Beautiful facintes Congenial
Staff Specialists and General counselors
needed. 914-693-3037 Camp Kennybrook.
19 Southway, Hartsdate. New York 10530

Responsible for selling and coordinating all advertising tor the 1991 -92 BGSU Telephone Directory Duties include telephone and personal
contact with advertisers, recordkeeping. working on ad design and page layout Supervisor
reports to BGSU associate director of public relations
Position is available immediately
through September 14 Approximately 30
hours per week on a flexible schedule Advertising sales experience preferred Mlnonties and
females are encouraged to apply. Submit letter
of application to Director of Public Relations,
Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, OH 43403 by February 6 Bowling
Green State University is an equal opportunity
employer

immediate occupancy 1 bedroom apartment
Security deposit required. $275 per month plus
pas 353 7074 9 00-5 00
immediate Occupancy 2 bedroom Apt. Furnished $350 per month Including Utilities First
months rent Iree 354 7572

One a two bdrm turn apis available for
1991-1992 or summer 9 a 12 month lease.
$200-240 per month per person Includes heat
a AC Cal 352-4966
One a Two BR turn apts 9 & 12 mo. and summer leases avail S a V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next to bus station) 362-7454
One bedroom furnished apartment.
Immediate Occupancy * Near Campus
Cal Georgetown Manor * 352-4966
Roommate ahl needed immediately. Large 2
bath apt. Price negotiable beyond beset1 Cal
354-6550
Spacious 1 bdrm lor sublease 1 block from
campus Al utii includ except elec Pets OK.
Rent $280 mo
Avail. Immed
Cal Lisa
.'■ i :™
SUBLEASE NEEDED A.S.A.P.
No deposit required11
Close to campus Cal Carrie 354-8729 (Leave
message « unavaflsble)
Subleases lor second semester
now Carty Rentals Cal 352 7365

available

We're now leasing for the new rental season 1.
2, and 3 bedroom units Yes we alow pats. Cal
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5:00 pm

ZADVANTAGE

-By J.A. Holmgren

BOWLING GREEN
275 S MAIN

353-3060

All residents will have membership
priviledges to Cherrywood Health Spa

RoTHPALB H£W 6rV1© £OA*HWT
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

T
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Call or Stop by
for an appointment

Enjoy Better Living in '91 With

jriiTti/n

e£ A f^i.L s&r OF -mmtrs^.

Houses lor rent 2 a 3 bedrooms 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2854 alter
6 00 pm

To All Bowling Green Students
Sohio Procare is offering you
LUBE, OIL, & FILTER for
$15.95
and $5.00 worth of free gas
between the hours of 5 - 9 pm
Offer Expires
2/28/91
rseeaae

THIS To SAY ASOJT THBIK. UNUStAL
Co*P0S\TlOhlYVtu, we MC AU. eAOTbas
0VT CHU &9& t-1 Ate TW/U6.
VAvE HfAF PIpftT WAfcVA FBI.
i£FT OvTt7n0i*M, So h£io7
PLASTIC 5vfl*eJKTliuxKUKtv$

Houses a Apartments For Rent. Fal 91-92
Also subleasing second semester 1991. Carry
Apartments Cal 352-7365

ANOTHER

1*111 lfc,,l»r T_
HAVE t"W
g»jiuE3irjQ. |—\ LOAV ....

...l£M iiNsen JOfiJ RpTHPAl£ m>

Houses > Apartments for 1991-92 School
year 12 mo. leases only starting in May Steve
Smith 362-8917

Non-smoking female roommate needed immediately First montb rent FREE Cal 354-4496

THREAT ANB
SL.H»3 INTO
THC txesx-

~[HI NEWEST VAW IN wfiwr r*enc
is TH* OHIO &m WMi TfjBtNT,
WHiiE. ISiTDrr Al&M, tUTifieo
'STlCKiN'" IS tiTe^DUX £UM0iN&
UP THf 'pcfCH/KV; Tftf SlA/P
HAS OAlnep Wfc«l»TTYrV»T ONLY
r» TMS.* S0CA7P 6W Ai& THOK
PfleM&tKS, "/HicH APP£A* ro

CABTY RENTALS
2 Bdrm apts for 3 or 4 students Houses for
4-5-8 students Al near campus 9-10-12
month leases Also summer rentals 352-7365

RESORT HOTELS. Crulsellnes. Summer
Camps. 4 Amusement parks. NOW accepting
applications for summer jobs, internships, and
career positions in the US and Mexico For
more information and an application, write
National Collegiate Recreation service, PO Box
8074; Hilton Head SC 29938.

YEP ns

5:15

Ann Grads a Undergrads 1 a 2 bdrm. apta.
available tor May. August, or summer only
leases No gimmicks. iusl clean, wen-managed
buHolnoa 352-3445

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
1 female needed to share room Reasonable
rent. Nice apartment' Great locahon' felec
only) Call 354-8653

ajfii-ie MAS MOT
Oeet-J <=o3T» To rm.
CVNI&«^

2 Bdrm apt unturn must sub*
I HmcdMlMy
until AUQ 15th S355 mo353-8047

NEEDED one female nonsmoking roommate
lor Haven House apt. 2 bdrm. - 3 roommates
$450 total a utilities cal J* at 372-5759

byJonn Boissy

SMAOC

2 bdrm apt for rent now Call 352-5058 before
5:00 or 354-2275 alter 5:00 a ask lot Jerry

PI -time heap wanted al Dale's Bar 4 Gnl in
Maumee Days or evenings Ph 1-893-3113
or stop m person M2Coialnt8l Maumoi-

Fatman
»eie LAMP-

1 to 3 nonsmoking females to rent tumished
apt 3 houses Irom campus Rent includes unities, laundry, and cable TV Grad students welcome 353-5074

WANTED

V

i-iemooT-r-.

FOR RENT

Male student seeking sublet 2 bed. 2 bath apt
$100/month plus share utilities 518E Merry.
Apt 11 Cal Craig 1-866 8703

SUPERVISOR 6F DIRECTORY ADvPRTlglMfl

PIVT'S STIU.

FOR SALE

Roommate wanted Cal 354-8756 after 7 pm

Needed immediately Avon representative
Earn $6-10 per hour Free gift For appointment call Judy at 352-4295

by Chuck Bost

pUDE, DO YOU HEAR Ti HF*R ft Sfliivps f/{M0US£?Af?EYou
l-njArTviHAris IT? p* sv^m'sl^? mJSA NEW*

Own Room
S120 month - cheap
Free Cable • Quart
• blocks Irom campus
■> lease • deposit
Jal 354-5490

SALES ASSISTANT:
Assist the BG News advertising staff with special protects /promotions white gaming practical
sales experience Contact Jan Stubbs. Advert
ismg Manager at 372 2606

Long a Associates now leasing for 91 a 92. Efficiency. 1 a 2 bedroom apts 353-7074
9:00-5:00

*—f-

r

Male roommate needed to sublease apartment
located on 5th and S Cosege Rent only
Si 50 mo plus utilities Cal 354-6762 or
354 5433

MAKE MONEY at home with your personal
computer Easy work, excellent pay Details
call -801 -388-8242 exl C 2593

ZBT ZBT ZBT
The Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau would like to express their support for Ihe US Forces in the
Persian Gulf

January 25. 9:30 1:00

CALL TOlt 'WE TODA

Entropy

Phi Kappa Tau * Phi Kappa Tau
The brothers of Phi Kapa Tau would like to congratulate Lance Sever on his recent levahermg
to Heether Adams
Phi Kappe Tau • Phi Kappa Tau

RaaMfnoer MARK'S make your own coupon
contest? Win an extra large pizza'' Deadbne
Jan 31. 1991

1 800 321 5911
•Oeoenaing on orex flWrt «vw Jf w -• .■ h

Student Organizations Directories listing the
approximate 180 registered student organizations and contact people are available m Room
405 of the Student Services Building if you
already have a Directory, suppfctments hating
groups that have registered since last semester
are also available Get your copy while supplies
last

Rests. Rhonda,
Hey mon' Have jah-mm birthday
Love. Mr Martey

'108
'112

(Vis*

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
Phi Kappa Tau * Phi Kappa Tau
The brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau wouW ftke to
congratulate Mete Gaugnan on his recent Pearl
ing to Lesley Hsnseman
Phi Kapp Tau ' Phi Kappa Tau

Quarters Cafe Super Bowl Party
Giant drink specials to save you bills Big creen
action Prizes and huge half-time buffet Open
al noon • Come early for a good seat

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW

DMYTONA BEACH

STUDENT COURT
•a looking lor a few good, dedicated people to
add to our Court Staff Application scan be
picked up m 405 SS from Jan 22 - 25. Intervlewsw'li be heKJ on Mon. Jan 28.
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME!!

Phi Kappa Tau * Delta Zeta
The brothers of °hi Kappa Tau would i*e to co
ngratualte Gd PuKam on hrs recent lavafeermg lo
Pajvg* Hagberg
Phi Kappa Tau * Delta Zeta

Mainframes. PCs, Mlnlt.Detabeees. Window
Applications, Telecommunications. Fiber
Optics C. Pin. Networks. Maclrrtoshea, end
people systems.,.
M any of lh«se sound h*e technology you would
lova to base a career around. jo*n Procter 4
Gamble at the Computer Science Night in the
lenhart Grand Baflroom al 8pm on Jan 23rd

HOCK-N-flOU €NFOflC€M€NTI

Star m your favorite mustc video or walk on the
moon' You can do these and more with Fun
Fkcks. me totally interactive v«deo system that
wii be here at BG Tuesday. January 29th m
the Grand Baaroom You can reserve your spot
now ai the UAO office. 3rd Floor Union A S5
deposit is required at sign up 4 covers the cost
ol the tape you wil keep' There are many openings from 1 • 7 pm

FEATURES

Piedmont

2 bedroom-

Birchwood

Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building

IVJ

baths

Furnished- Wall to wall carpet
Extra large closets- Linen closet

Patio area- Grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health Spa

9:00-4:30
phone:

.».*-•<".*.*. «.«.».«.<.

352-9378

Monday-Friday

